Alliance for the Education of Women in Afghanistan: Open House Event

Date: October 24th

Time: 10:30 am - 1:00 pm

Location: Arizona State University, 1800 I St NW, DC 20006, Washington DC

RSVP: Eventbrite link

Introduction to the Alliance:

The American University of Afghanistan, in partnership with Education for Humanity at Arizona State University, has established an alliance of organizations and groups engaged in safeguarding and expanding access to quality education for women and girls in Afghanistan. Alliance members will endeavor to amplify access, quality, and scope of online and face-to-face educational opportunities for women and girls in a context of severe restrictions, depletion of resources, and economic hardship. As part of the Alliance for the Education of Women in Afghanistan, international and national members are creating a community of practice that will provide measurable changes and time-bound solutions to women and girls' access to quality education in Afghanistan. The Alliance envisions a future where every Afghan woman and girl has the opportunity to access and receive quality education, empowering them to thrive and contribute to a more equitable and prosperous society.

Event Highlights:

Overview of Our Roots and Objectives:
• Dive deep into our history, mission, vision, and the shared aspirations that fuel our efforts.

Working Tracks Showcase:
• Explore our key operational domains: from Advocacy and Connectivity to Resources and Thematic Sub-tracks.
• Engage with representatives spearheading these efforts, absorbing insights about their challenges and successes.

Voices from the Ground:
• Hear testimonials from students benefiting from Alliance member's educational programs.
• Learn about the activities of Alliance members working on the ground in Afghanistan.

Membership Growth Strategy:
• Discuss the Alliance's strategy for expanding its membership base and engaging more stakeholders in its mission.
• Explore the roles and responsibilities of Alliance members.

Donor Roundtable:
• Join a conversation with current and potential donors to discuss funding opportunities and collaborative efforts.

Networking Session:
• Forge connections, strike collaborations, and discuss potential partnerships with professionals echoing our mission.

Why Attend?

• Collaborate: Intertwine your efforts with ours, making education accessible to every Afghan woman and girl.
• Contribute: Identify how your capabilities, resources, or funds can enhance our shared mission.
• Connect: Join hands with individuals and organizations working towards removing the barriers to quality education for Afghan women and girls.

Together, let us amplify the voice and impact of this Alliance, safeguarding the basic right to education for Afghan women and girls.
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Join us for an Open House to spread knowledge about our initiatives and to foster relationships with stakeholders who echo our mission.

**About the Alliance:**
Formed in a partnership between The American University of Afghanistan, Education for Humanity at Arizona State University, the Alliance is steadfastly committed to the cause of ensuring quality education for Afghan women and girls. Our vision: a future where every Afghan woman and girl is empowered through equitable access to education, enabling them to shape a prosperous society.

**Event Highlights:**

- Overview: Understand our roots, objectives, and aspirations.
- Working Tracks Showcase: Uncover our key operational domains and meet the representatives leading the charge.
- Voices from the Ground: Hear firsthand experiences from students and ground-level operators.
- Strategic Discussions: Engage in our plans for growth and stakeholder engagement.
- Donor Roundtable: Collaborate with current and potential donors for future prospects.
Networking Session: Foster connections, collaborations, and partnerships.

Why Attend?

- Collaborate: Align your mission with ours.
- Contribute: Understand how your resources can further our cause.
- Connect: Engage with peers and professionals advocating for education.

Together, let's champion the cause of education for Afghan women and girls.